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1. Introduction
1. 1. Crystal response to ionflux

As is known mom than a century, atoms in the monocrystalline medium form the highly
symmetric solid lattice characterized by the long-range ordering. The equilibrium position of an atom
corresponds to the rather shallow potential minimum, and a high stability of the structure could not be
predicted, especially at strong perturbations ceated by the charged particle beam. However, the soft
structure unexpectedly demonstrates in many cases the resistivity to the strong impact of energetic
particles, First model invented by Kinchin and Pease [1] identifies the lattice defects after irradiation
as atoms displaced in elastic collisions. Later, such model have been developed and improved very
much, and the Monte Carlo codes, like TRIM, are available today. They take into account the fate of
all colliding encounters, the cascade multiplication of defects, energy losses and many other details.
But, in principle, the fundamental process is still a scattering of fast projectiles and crystal atoms. It
was clear that the bulk of energy released by projectile is transferred to electrons in inelastic collisions,
not directly to the displaced atoms. After the discovery of giant, linearly extended defects - tracks in
solids - it was realized that in some cases the energy deposited into the electronic subsystem plays a
dominating role for crystal damage. The threshold behavior of defectness versus the electronic
stopping parameter (dE/dx). is typical for the are of track-sensitive materials.

The model of Coulomb explosion was proposed 40 years ago, Ref 2 for explanation of the
mechanism of ions acceleration after electrons release. More complicated schemes are discussed in
Refs. 35) and a role of electronic stopping for sputtering was clearly demonstrated. Correlation
between track formation and sputtering yield has been discussed. Many peculiarities for different
materials are experimentally observed. In most sophisticated cases even interference between effects
created by electronic and nuclear stopping are described. But, in general, the scheme was still
relatively simple: the swift projectile produced defects due to the energy deposition to electronic and
nuclear subsystems of the crystal. The thermal spike model, Refs. 67], has been developed and in
some discussions it is considered as an alternative option to the Coulomb explosion model. But it
is clear that they describe different stages of the process in time. Coulomb explosion is responsible
for the acceleration of atoms, means for the transmutation of the ionization energy to the kinetic
energy of atoms. The thermal spike should be created after Coulomb explosion, and then the
relaxation follows due to the evolution of spatial distribution of temperature near track. Such view on
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the accomplishing role of Coulomb explosion and thermal spike has been directly formulated in Ref.
[8), and recently this idea is quantitatively developed by the calculations of Ref. 9].

It was clear that electronic energy losses may produce no defects in some samples (mostly metals)
or create tracks and gant sputtering in others (mostly insulators). But in addition, the annealing of
defects because of high (dE/dx), value have been revealed in Refs. I I I for semiconductors. The
annealing due to a macroscopic temperature rise under the high-power beam was known earlier. In our
case I I I the temperature rise in sample was insignificant, thus the processes within individual
track should be important. At moderate temperature in thermal spike, the evaporation of material or
shock-waves generation are not happening, while the thermal recrystallization takes place, like the
recrystallization induced by powerful laser pulse. Finally, the crystal is recovered, even the atoms
displaced due to the elastic collisions are incorporated again into the lattice at right locations. The
slightly damaged structure is conserved up to high doses of Xe ions at 115 MeV in Ge, GaP and Si
crystals. The threshold behaviorof the recrystallization rate versus (dE/dx),was confirmed 0,1 I].

The same threshold dependence may be observed not only for track formation, sputtering yield,
recrystaflization but also for some new effects, like fast diffusion, elemental mixing, chemical
reactions and phase transformation, as is discussed recently. for instance in Ref. 12].

Until this point, only the features observed for monocrystalline materials have been of interest.
Some processes can be very different when happen in polycrystalline and amorphous samples. Indeed,
assume that the recrystallization takes place in some semiconducting crystal, and it leads to recovering
of the lattice, means to the damage annealing. But the recrystallization in amorphous sample of the
same compound means is, in definition, some sort of the disordering in the structureless material. So
that, the damage discussed in Refs. 13-16] is not the same. maybe even opposite in essence in respect
to the damage of crystals. Despite that, some correlation between the behavior of monocrystalline and
amorphous materials may exist, and the very different manifestations are possible oo. For instance, the
formation of tracks in amorphous Si and graphite had been detected in Ref. 13], while no indication
of the track, creation in monocrystalline Si and diamond was found in many other investigations.

The damaging response of any sample depends strongly on the electronic and nuclear stopping
power of the projectile, on the temperature, chemical species, macroscopic properties and structure of
the sample. Such multiparameter dependence leads to the great variety of the manifestations. Thus,
experimental studies in this field should be continued, while a lot of results had already been reported
in literature. At section 2 we are going to throw more light on the interesting relation between damage
and annealing in semiconducting crystals. Other sections of this article are devoted to a new
phenomenon of crystal-induced peculiarities in flux distribution. So that, some introductory words
should be told on this problem as well.

1 2 on-flux response to the transmission through crystal
Correlated multiple scattering of charged particle by the system of ordered atoms generates the

outstanding series of effects called, in general, "channeling" in crystals. Experimentally, the
channeling and blocking effects were discovered as late as on mid 1960-th, despite some initiating
remarks had been known since the pioneering discussions in Refs. [ 719). The discovery happened so
late, obviously, because no one could expect that gentle collisions with screened atoms produce a
significant effect. However, the small-angle deviation is regularly multiplied in the series of spatially
correlated collisions and a noticeable effect can be easily observed. The basic properties of channeling
and blocking were studied mostly using protons and a-particles as projectiles and the appropriate
review could be found in Ref. 20].

Many unclear points have been still remaining about the channeling of heavy projectiles, ecause
the charge exchange and other processes with electrons become to be important and may produce a
new peculiarities. The approximation of elementary charge is no more valid for the heavy ion due to
its composite structure, and the prevailing theory of channeling may be fail in this case. In the seminal
theoretical work on channeling, Ref. 2 1) a reversibility rule was introduced being the consequence of
time-reversibility for any trajectory of potential motion. The reversibility of angular dependencies of
the yield in channeling and blocking conditions was shown in approximation of the multiple scattering
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absence. Then, reversibility has been extended in Ref. 22] to the case of multiple scattering without
damping, while the violation have corresponded to the presence of damping. The attempt to generalize
the reversibility even to the case of damping is described in Ref. 23) using some oncrete version of
the multiple scattering model.

In experiments on detection of the
crystallographic images for heavy ions scattered in xy
monocrystalline targets 24,251, the transformation
of blocking minima to channeling maxima was i.o
unexpectedly observed for ions emitted from deep a
layers in the crystal. Such transmutation of the
trajectory type means the violation of the
reversibility rule because in theory the rate of de-
and re-channeling should be the same. 0.6
Reversibility requires also that an initially
isotropic flux will remain isotropic after
transmission through a crystal. The geometry of
isotropic flux was realized in experiments 26] and 0.6
immediately the formation of channeling peaks
was found and in some cases (at lower energy) the b
transformation of peaks to dips along
crystallographic directions. Later, more dil
measurements have been performed using protons 0.4 L

(27], oc-particles [28] and heavy-ions [29) E

transmitted through Si, Ni and Pt monocrystalline
foils. Abundant pattern has been obtained, and the I rystal

necessity to create a new model explaining the beam

violation of reversibility ecomes urgent. collimtDr

In Ref. 26], the idea was introduced that the

electron capture and loss processes are responsible pattern

for the observed cooling and heating of recording

trajectories. We use "cooling" to indicate the 0.0
appearance of enhancement and "heating" - the a 1 2 3 4 so

reduction of flux near crystalloghraphic direction Y

because they correspond either to decreasing or t Fig. . a) Profile of the blocking minimum

increasing of the transverse momentum, detected for carbon recoils at irradiation of

respectively. In Ref. 27], some qualitative diamond target by 122 MeV Xe ions;

predictions of the charge-exchange model am b) Scheme of the experiment.

discussed, in particular, it is realized and

experimentally confirmed that at high velocities, when the projectile is completely bare in crystal, such

mechanism is switched off. In more details the model is developed and analyzed in Ref. 30). After the

brief review given aove for the problems of our interest, let us to proceed with a presentation of

concrete experimental results.

2. Damage and annealing
Series of experiments have been carried out at Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna on the

recording of crystallographic images formed at the detection of the scattered ions and recoils in the

reflection geometry. Solid-state track detectors made of glass and polymers have been used, they allow

to visualize the pattern after etching provided the density of tracks is high enough. The quantitative

measurements of angular distributions of sattered particles near axes or planes of the monocrystalline

target ould be obtained by the detector scanning and counting of the track density.

There is shown in Fig I the blocking minimum profile observed under the detection of C recoils at

OL.=741 in irradiation of the diamond target by Xe-ion beam at 122 MeV. Also the sketch of the
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experimental geometry is given there. In reflection geometry, the active layer thickness, can be
calculated taking into account the known energy of ejectile in lab. syst., energy losses of both
projectile and ejectile and the detection threshold. Typically, thickness t. ion range R, and crystal

thickness satisfy the inequality: t << R << f. So that, the detected blocking pttern characterizes the

quality of crystal near the surface within a few pm thickness. At energies below Coulomb barrier, only
products of Rutherford scattering are detected because nuclear reaction yield is suppressed. Large-
angle scattering, OL > 30' and well defined depth distribution of scattered particles make sure that a
high-quality blocking dip (like shown in Fig.la) should be observed, and it is in fact detected at lowest
doses of irradiation in all cases.

At the described conditions, many crystals were irradiated with the detection of the blocking
profile as a function of fluence within the range from loll Up to 1016 ions/cm2. Polished (III or
(I 10)-oriented cstal plaies of I mm thickness were exposed under non-aligned conditions at room
temperature. Beams of ions from C to Xe were used. After passing the collimator, the beam had the
following parameters: an angular spread <0.5' a diameter of I mm, and a pulsed power <1 W. The
temperature rise under the beam was insignificant. Degrading of the blocking-partern contrast and
corresponding growth of the minimum yield X. at the center of dip clearly demonstrate the lattice
damage with the increased fluence, 4). Experimentally measured functions have been
recalculated and the defect concentration functions nD ()) have been deduced. The method of such
processing is described in Ref 3 it involves the yield of scattering on displaced atoms and the
dechanneled fraction on the transmission through the damaged layer.

At Dubna series of experiments the diamond, Si, Ge. GaP and W crystal were studied. Defectness
of W as a function of dose and ion species can be reproduced within some standard calculations being
proportional to a number of displaced atoms. Diamond irradiations showed also regular growth of the
defect concentration with fluence. However, the damaging rate induced by Ar-ion irradiation was
higher than that by Xe beam, unlike to the prediction of theory. Obviously, some rate of Fenkel-pair
recombination is created in diamond by Xe beam, as well.

Most unusual behavior was revealed for the 0 3

semiconducting crystals: Si, Ge, and GaP. The 0 210 MeV 1. dose ratc 1.2. 0:'Ions/cm3s

no (4)) functions at high fluences of very heavy A 1 OiMev 1. dose rate: 0410 : ons/cm-s
ions, like Xe I are saturated at low level of the o 15 L
defect concentration, as shown in Fig.2 for Ge.
The deviation from the standard theory prediction

n, 0.10 is as strong as by order of magnitude. Not only the 14 T
saturation is observed. Even at low doses, the rate T_
of defect production dnD/d(b by Xe ions is lower 0.05-
than for lighter ions. This an be explained only
assuming the annealing of defects due to the high
density of energy released by very heavy ion in 0.0c

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I 0 1 2 1.4
electronic subsystem. Roughly speaking, defects Flueacc, tonsiclarl' XI 015

generated in elastic collisions survive in the case
of Ar ions, but they are annealed in the thermal Fig.2. Defect concentration versus dose taken
spike created near the Xe-ion track. The for 210 MeV Won beam irradiation of the Ge
temperature in the spike at this case is not enough crystal. Dose rate effect is also clearly
to create a giant destruction similar to the latent manifested.
track in insulators, but microheat near the ion
trajectory is effective for the defect recombination. The same behavior was found for Ge, GaP and Si
crystals.

The series of experiments with Ge has been performed also in Mlinchen University 3 and the
decreased damaging power of very heavy ions has been reproduced. In Fig.3 the relative damaging
efficiency of ions in Ge crystal is shown as a function of the electronic stopping parameter
S = (dE/dx).. The damaging efficiency is defined as the experimentally determined dnD/d4D derivative
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at low fluences taken in ratio to the same parameter predicted by code TRIM. For heaviest ions this
ratio reaches low value, like 003, means the annealing effect of electronic stopping is really strong.
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Fig.3. Systematics of the heavy-ion damaging efficiency as a function of the electronic stopping
parameter for Ge. Normalized to unity for light ions.

Described above peculiarities correspond to the ion energy range near I MeV/u. At much lower
energy, the ratio of electronic and nuclear stopping is changedsignificantly and one cannot expect
similar processes of annealing in thermal spike. More probable that at the end of range the destructive
effect of heavy ions should be enormous. The sate of crystal medium in a deep layer can be studied by
other methods, not by the detection of blocking pattern in situ under irradiation. Some interesting
effects were revealed in Ref. 32] using the electron microscopy for the fctured Ge crystals exposed
to the I and Au ion flux. In Fig.4, the cross-section SEM picture is shown for the Ge sample iadiated
with 252 MeV Au ions up to fluence 41015 ionS/CM2. This picture illustrates clearly the variety of
crystal-response types dependent on the ion energy. At highest energies, near the surface a slightly
damaged monocrystalline structure survives, the disordering is stronger at deeper layers, then, at some
depth the matter is almost completely disordered being still dense, and near the end of ion range the
stage of morphological instability is finally reached. Diffemnt forms am generated on the latter stage,
as follows: chaotically distributed voids of different size inserted into an arnorphized matter, regular
sponge-like structure, and splitted slices of the material laterally extended by the normality to the
beam. The morphological instability is the extreme of disordering and such stage can be reached in Ge
only at high doses of low-energy ions as heavy as I and Au.

3. De-blocking and re-channeling
Within described above experimental scheme another series 24,25] was carried out on the

irradiation of Si and Ge crystals with relatively light Ne, Al and Ar ions at higher energies up to 
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MeV/u. Again the scattered and recoiled nuclei were detected by solid state track detectors, but in this
case not only the Rutherford scattering products were ejected fr�m the target. The ratio of the elastic to
nuclear inelastic yields can be estimated both for the projectile-like and target-like products, and this
ratio depends strongly on the detection angle and energy. Finally, by choice of the detector type, the
degrader-foil thickness at the top of detectors, and angle, it is possible to isolate for detection the
specific product of interest. Then, the active layer thickness is to be calculated. At projectile energies
in the range of 3-8) MeV/u, the active thickness can be increased up to 10 lim, while that is typically
below 2 m in experiments at I MeV/u (section 2.

Fig.4. Cross-section SEM picture of a Ge sample exposed to the fluence of 4. 1 0" Au ions/cm2 at 252
MeV.

Very unusual transformation of the pattern character has been observed when the projectile energy
is varied. or even at the same energy but at different angles to the beam. For illustration, the patterns
detected at Ar + Si experiment are exhibited in Fig-5. One can see in Fig.5b that deep planar-blocking
minima at some angles are degraded, and even are transformed to appear as channeling maxima In
Fig.6, the angular distributions near <11> Si axis are characterized quantitatively for different
projectiles, energies and angles. The effect of deep-layer emission becomes evident. One has to
mention that even 10 gm is much shorter than a total range of the light ions, and the fluence in
experiment has been kept much lower than the strong damaging dose.

Analysis of experimental results 24,25] led to the following scenario explaining the
transformation of blocking to channeling. At the emission point, where scattering or reaction is
happened, the product is ejected from the nucleus ensconced in the lattice. Respectively, the blocking
angular distribution is formed after a few nm path in crystal. This distribution is unstable because the
randomizing multiple scattering processes are effective for de-blocking. Thus, the angular distribution
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becomes to be isotropic after some path in crystal, like gm thickness' by estimation. On the residual
path in crystal, the random distribution is rearranged once more due to the volume capture into
channeling with corresponding peak along a crystallographic directory. This distribution is finally
detected on the exit from crystal, see in Fig.5b. Especially strong channeling peaks are observed in the
condition of "buried" source of particles emitted from the deep layer. Such case is realized, for
instance, for 151 MeV Ar irradiation of Si at detection angles below 58', as illustrated in Figs.5,6. The
elastic scattering is suppressed at the near-surface layers, and only after degrading of the beam energy
inside crystal, its cross-section grows up strongly and contributes the major part into the total yield of
all particles at mentioned angles. This is nothing but a "buried" source of particles, and intense
channeling peak corresponds to such condition.

AVI

0.8
0.57'.

0.6 0.6
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Fig.5. Reflection patterns recorded with Fig.6. Angular distributions detected for
glass detectors in Ar+Si irradiation at 25 <II I> Si axis at experiments with Al,
MeV (a) and 151 MeV (b). Black lines Ar and Xe beams. For Al the profiles
correspond to planar blocking and light ones shown correspond to the detection angle
to channeling peaks. 64' and to the beam energies of 91 (left)

and 148 (right) MeV; for Ar - 54' 92
and 151 MeV; for X - 69' and 39', 122
MeV, respectively.

The explanation above looks realistic in all respects, except it contradicts to the reversibility rule.
Indeed, the directed transformation of angular distribution from blocking type to the isotropic one, and
then to channeling type on the transmission through the crystal seems unusual. Especially surprising is
the spontaneous formation of channeling peaks. After many discussions, the additional series of
experiments was recognized to be necessary, and it is described in the following section.

4. Cooling and heating
In experiments 26-291 the transmission of wide-angle isotropic flux through monocrystalline foils

has been studied. As a source of isotropic flux serves the beam scattering from specially installed
polycrystalline target, or te a-radioactive source. A thin monocrystalline membrane stretched onto
larger thickness frame has been kept out of the beam to avoid the damage of structure and the
mechanic;] deformation of crystal. The following single crystals were available in a form of self-
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supported foils: Si of 3 to 14 m thickness, Ni - (I to 45) gm, and Pt - ( to 6 m. The series of
experiments with protons, a-particles and heavy ions were performed.

In Fig.7 the experimental scheme used for Foccloy ,,p

proton irradiation is shown. The beam of (0.5-1)
MeV protons after diaphragms was scattered from Scotle",

thin gold target, and at backward direction,
scattered protons were detected by CR-39 polymer
track detector. The Si membrane was installed near
the Au target out of the beam, and protons should Si or*

transmit through the Si crystal on the way to the
detector. The flux of scattered protons was
practically isotropic within the frame of Si crystal.
The crystallographic image (if appears) have to be
recorded by the detector. In principle, the scheme
was similar also in experiments with a-particles and
heavy ions. Only the radioisotopic source was used Plastic

trackin experiments with alphas instead of proton detecto,

scattering target. At the ce of heavy ions, the
scattering to forward hemisphere was applied for
increasing the flux of scattered particles, and the
two-coordinate position sensitive ionization
chamber was used as a detector. The glass track Fig.7. Schematic diagram of the setup in the
detectors were installed in some irradiations too. experiment on proton transmission through Si

a) a 6 j Pt

1.8 Described series have been carried
25 000), --$ 1100) plane out at Ludwig-Maximilians University

1.5 of MiJinchen, and the Garching Tandem
1Z 2.0 1 accelerator could supply beams of ions
X lo.t. from to Au for these experiments.

1. r 12 The ionization chamber detector was

I precisely designed and provided a wide
to i.o solid angle, high position and energy

resolutions, plus the AE-signal used for
o 1.0 20 0! X6 particle identification. The detector

b) 13.6.p Si system was previously calibrated in
many experiments on the elastic recoil

1.6 4 1111D) plane detection analysis ERDA, that ensured
<100) O", a reliable operation of the whole

1 3 system. Procedure for the account of
g 4 kinematics corrections in an

authomatized manner was developed,
as well as other software tools for the
visualization of the two-coordinate
images and the scanning of them. The

10 - solid state track detectors after etching
00 05 1.0 00 01 02 were processes using the laser

angle (degree]

Fig.8. Cooling peaks observed in axial and planar directions scanning system or the TV-installed
for a-particles transmitted through crystals: a) 6 m Pt and microscope in order to quantify the
b) 36 m Si. Final energy of detected alphas is 06 MeV in coordinate (angular) dependence of the
both cases. track density.

In experiments with (100 Si
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crystal, the enhancement peaks along<100> axis and 0 1, 001) planes were clearly manifested both
in the transmission of protons and a-particles. Being elementary particle, proton at low energy, within
the range of (0 1-0.4) MeV can pick-up an electron, thus, hydrogen ions, the same as heavy ions, are
influenced by the charge variation effects in medium. The enhancement profiles taken with Pt and Si
crystals are compared in Fig.8 for the same energy 0.6 MeV) of a-particles after transmission through
crystals. Stronger potential of the Pt lattice produces higher enhancement in comparison with Si. For
protons and a-particles, the enhancement peak amplitude is decreasing and it almost disappears, when
the output energy is increased and corresponds to the completely bare ion. The enhancement survives
at low energies down to the lower limit defined by the detection threshold.

More complex behavior has been observed for heavy ions. The disappearance of the cooling peak
at high energies could be observed only for C and ions. The complete-stripping energy could not be
reached for heavier ions because of the Tandem accelerator restrictions. For the medium-mass ions.
the cooling peaks are observed at higher energy and the heating dips at lower energy. There is some
transitional range of rather weak structure in angular distribution, and the transitional energy can be
estimated using some conventional procedure. For example, such kind dependencies are shown in
Fig.9 taken for Y ions in Si. Qualitatively similar behavior has been observed for many other ions, and
not only in Si but also in Ni crystals.

1.3

1.4

'P <100> 1.2 0 (110)

1.2

.0

0. 9

0.8

0.8

7'-
0.0 05 1.0 1.5 2.0 0.0 05 1 0 1.5 2.0

angle (degree) angle [degree)

Fig.9. Axial and planar angular distributions of Y ions after transmission of a 34 l.1rn Si (001)
crystal. The exit energies are 141, 117, 92 and 63 MeV from the top to the bottom.

Ions lighter show only the manifestation of the cooling peaks in Si, similarly to protons and
alphas. Au ions, on the contrary, demonstrate only heating dips, but recently it was found that their
energy at Garching accelerator was not enough for transition to cooling. At the GANIL experiment
with I GeV Pb-ion beam. the cooling peaks are manifested after the transmission through Si crystal,
and the transitional energy has been estimated, Ref. 33]. The systematics of the transitional energy
values are discussed in Ref. 29]. All peculiarities described above are not yet well-understood, as well
as the most surprising fact that the Pt crystal generates only cooling and no heating for all ions and
energies. The discussion of cooling mechanism is given below.

5. Electron-capture and -loss model
As mentioned above, at some energy of I ight ions the cooling enhancement almost disappears, and

such upper limits are pointed by arrows in Fig.1 0 taken from Ref. 27). One ran see the same position
of the upper limit for H. He and C ions with respect to the corresponding curve of the electronic
stopping, namely, near the energy where stopping begins to be E-' dependent. Such a dependence
corresponds to the stripping of last electron from the projectile, and consequently to the deterioration
of te electron capture and loss. The cooling enhancement, thus, is correlated with te carge-
exchange process, i accordance wit te mechanism proposed in 26]. Its basic idea is the difference
of the impact parameter dpendence of electron capture and loss. If an ion captures an electron, its
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potential energy is reduced, since the potential is in first approximation linearly proportional to the ion
charge. This scheme is illustrated in Fig.] 1 A loss of an electron leads to a regain of transverse
energy, which is smaller than the former reduction, if the electron loss happens further away from the

atomic row of the crystal. Therefore, if the mean capture radius is smaller than the mean loss radius, a
net transverse energy loss follows in a charge-exchange cycle, thus transverse cooling. Ifthe two mean
radii are reversed, a net transverse energy gain occurs, hence transverse heating.

1400

coo ing
g n lic.n 1200-

.Z
E ,3

I ODD-

CD WO_E C: apture'loss
(D
a) GDO,

(a 4OD-
C C6.

2DD

10' 1 0 lo, rc
E�tgy (M.W.m.) 0 1 I

0 0-2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Fig.10. Standard energy-loss curves for ions clistance trom rawk

in Si. The horizontal arrows indicate the Fig.] 1. Illustration of the transverse potential
range for observation of cooling effect in Si energy change due to the electron apture and
crystal for 'N 'He and 12C ions. loss cycle for channeled C and C6' ions.

The classical estimates of the two radii in [261 give more or less satisfying results, while the
calculation 341 within Born-approximation yields a rather small electron capture radius. But even
more important disadvantage of such model looks as follows: the appearance of cooling or heating at
any real condition is just translated through this model to the mean radii of capture and loss

Independent calculations of such parameters, especially for very heavy ions as a function of the ion

velocity is almost impossible at the modem status of the numerical calculations. So that, for the

development of interpretation the possibility remains to establish some empirical regularities by

experimental results and to understand them. In Ref. 27], we already discussed the role of free path

lengths for electron capture and loss and importance of their comparison with the crystal thickness and

with the wavelength of the channeling trajectory. More theoretical approach is given in Ref. 30) for

the analysis of the spatially correlated charge-exchange events as a ason for the reversibility

violation.

Measured angular distributions demonstrate the dependence on the crystal and ion species, fnal

energy of transmitted ion, crystal thickness and Miller indexes of a crystallographic direction. Among

the dependencies, one might distinguish the regular manifestations, and some of them could be

understood even without the microscopic mechanism carifying. Some regularities can be listed as

follows:

I - Growth of the enhancement with the crystal thickness, t. This is understood as integration of the

effect due to multiple electron capture-loss events. The decrease of the transverse energy is

accumulated with the growth of the number of elementary events. The latter number can be

estimated roughly as a ratio W,, where C_, is the free-path length of the ion for the electron

capture process-

2. At large thickness, te enhancement peak becomes to be high in amplitude, and it is typically

narrow, the angular width is lower than the indhard angle. It could be explained assuming that

the total number of particles in the peak is conserved, and the growth of amplitude means decrease

of the width.
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3. '17he angular width of the heating minimum is typically larger than the Lindhad angle, while the
cooling peak is narrower.

4. Oscillations in the angular dependence are often manifested. When the entral peak has low
amplitude, the amplitude of the oscillations can be comparable with the maximum of the peak.
One may try to explain them by the quantum levels of the transverse energy in the potential well,
but the estimations show a high level dnsity, and support a rather classical interpretation.

5. It was observed that different planes sometimes show very different behavior. Not only the peak
amplitude, but the type of pattern is changed being a peak for stronger plane and a dip for weaker.
'nat was detected in some cases of heavy-ion Emission through Si, when (I 10 - strong and
(100 - weak planes are compared. Within the model of charge-exchange the magnitude of ratio
between mean radii of capture po., and loss pi. is important. The ratios of both radii to half the
interplane spacing, dp/2 are also important. For the weaker plane with narrower planar channels,
both apture and loss radii at some energy reach a value close to dW2, and in this situation the
heating may appear easy. The observation of qualitatively different profiles for the (I I 0) and ( 00)
planes, probably, corresponds to such a case.

6. Cooling enhancement is observed in Si and Pt crystals as well, although the physical parameters of
both crystals are very different. For instance, the electron density and linear energy losses are

much higher in Pt. By estimation, the mean path-length for electron-loss, t1. shouldbe 3 times

shorter in K than is Si. As discussed in Ref. [27J, for effective cooling, n should no.t be much

shorter thain 4 - quarter of the channeling-trajectory wavelength. And it would be interesting to
find that is also 3 times shorter in Pt, than is Si, because of stronger lallice potential. Finally, the

ratio between tk. and V4 remains almost the same for Pt and Si, and the charge-exchange cooling

mechanism works well in both crystals.
One remark at the end: the developed Monte Carlo codes describing the ion transmission through

crystal as a sequence of binary collisions do not reproduce the cooling and heating effects until the
special assumptions are inserted on different impact-parameter dependencies of capture and loss cross-
sections. This has been shown using the Crystal TRIM 35] and UPIC 36] codes.

Summary
The series of experiments have been airried out for the investigation of a crystal response to the

irradiation with very heavy ions and the effects of a particle flux rearrangement under transmission.
The defect annealing is found to be a consequence of the thermal spike creation in semiconducting
crystals after a transmission of very heavy ion at an energy of about I MeV/u. When an energy is
decreased at the deep layers, the crystal ordering is drastically changed, and the stages of the
amorphization and morphological instability can be reached.

The flux redistribution of ions in crystals has been studied and the violation of reversibility rule is
established after the observation of different manifestations. In particular, the transformation of
blocking to channeling for particles emitted from a deep layer has been found in the series of
reflection-geometry experiments. On the transmission of isotropic flux through crystals, the
crystallographic structures have been observed in a form of enhancement or reduction of the flux near
the directions of axes and planes. So that, the transverse cooling or heating are both possible, and the
conditions for the tnsition from cooling to heating are investigated. For many ions in Si and Ni
crystals such a transition takes place at definite energies. Other parameter dependencies of cooling and
heating have also been obtained and discussed for qualitative understanding. The mechanism of
electron capture and loss might be useful, but an adequate, suitable model of cooling and heating was
not yet developed.
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OxnaxcAeHH H HarpeB nTOKa HOHOB

npH nOXO=eHHH tiepe3 KHCTannhi

rIpoxoxAeHHe 3apjiXCHHE,1X tiaCTHU qepe3 MOHOKPHCTannH,4eCKYIO cpeily conpoBoxwa-
eTC31 MHOr`HMH HHTepeCHbIMH 3iBneHHAMH B HaCTOAuiefi pa6OTe oiHcaHo oaHO H3 HOBEJX

HeAaBHO o6Hapy)KeHHbIX H KCnepHmeHTaJ]bHO HcciieAOBaHHbIX Aiineiiiifi - nepepactipeiie-
iieHHe 30TPOnHOro nTOKa B pe3yJlbTaTe MXH43HKaUHH TpaeKTOPHA npoxoxweHHA
nog AeACTBHeM KHCTanna nOHCXO.4HT oxiiaxiieffile Him Harpel B KOOPRHHaTe nonepe%1110ro
Hmnynbca. 3rro 03HamaeT HapyweHHe npaBwia o6paTHMOCTH H He o6bAcHAeTcA TpaAKuHOH-

HOA TeopHeA KaHanHPOBaHHA. TH11 Ha6nioaaemoro H3o6pa)KeHHA (YCHileHHe HH ocila&e-
HHe H erO HHTeHCHBHOCTI, 3aBHCAT OT copTa HOHOB H KMCTaiiiia, OT 3HeprHH HOHOB H Ton-

UUMbi KHCTanna. TaKHe 3aBHcHmocTH H3ytieHbl 3KcnepHmeHTajTbHO. AnA ftACHeHHA npH-
BjieKaeTCA mexaHH3M, BmoqaioWHfi perynAPHY10 nociieAOBaTeiTbHOCTb co6brriiff nepe3apAA-

KH, KOTOpbie nHBOART K HecoxpaHeHHIO nonepe1qHOA Meprmii. RaH TaKwe o630 H npHBe-

ueHb1 OpHrMHaJlbHbie pe3yJlbTaTE.1 rio npo6neme OTKJ1HKa KHCTajmHqeCKOA cpeabi Ha Upo-

xoxcaelfiie nTOKa HOHOB.

Pa6OTa BbmOJ1HeHa B la6opaTOPHH 3iaepHbIX peaKUHA Hm I H. DnepOBa MAH.

nperlpMHT ftelilfliellli= HHcTmTyra imepHbix mcnettoBaimil. Ay6Ha, 2003

Karamyan S. A., Grilner F., Assmann W. E14-2003-24

Cooling and Heating of the Ion Flux

on the Transmission through Crystals

Transmission of charged particles through a monocrystalline medium is accompanied

by many interesting phenomena, and a new one - redistribution of the isotropic flux - is

now studied experimentally and described in the present work. The cooling or heating

in the transverse momentum coordinate arises as a result of crystal-induced modification

of the transmission trajectories. This indicates the violation of the reversibility rule, and can-

not be explained within prevailing theory of channeling. The type of image (enhancement

or reduction) and its intensity are dependent on the ion and crystal species, on an energy

of ions and on the crystal thickness. Such dependencies have been studied experimentally

and the mechanism involving the regular sequence of charge-exchange events with the trans-

verse-energy non-conservation is attracted for understanding. The crystal response to ion

flux transmission is also reviewed and characterized by the original results.

The investigation has been performed at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions,

JINR.
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